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Abstract 
Katoh, N.. T. Ibaraki and T. Kameda, A multiversion cautious scheduler with dynamic serialization 
constraints for database concurrency control, Discrete Applied Mathematics 40 (1992) 379-395. 
Let MC stand for a class of logs (i.e., sequences of read/write steps) that are serializable when multiple 
versions of the data items are maintained in the database. In this paper we propose a new type of 
multiversion cautions scheduler for database concurrency control, which dynamically imposes seriali- 
zation constraints, consisting of all rw(read-write)-constraints and a subset of other serialization con- 
straints that is dynamically determined. We shall show that (i) the key step of our scheduler is carried 
out by checking the acyclicity of a certain directed graph, and hence can be done in polynomial time, (ii) 
this scheduler achieves a higher degree of concurrency than any existing cautious schedulers such as 
MCS(M WJi) and MCS(M WR I+‘), if concurrency is measured in terms of their fixed point sets, and (iii) 
it exhibits neither cancellation nor augmentation anomaly. It is also shown that our scheduler immedi- 
ately grants all write requests. 
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1. Introduction 
A transaction scheduler for database concurrency control must decide if each 
arriving read/write request can immediately be granted without violating 
serializability. A series of our papers [5,6,8] proposed cautious schedulers which 
have a nice property that they cause neither deadlocks nor rollbacks of transactions 
for the purpose of preserving serializability, under the assumption that each trans- 
action, upon arrival, predeclares its read and write sets (i.e., the set of data items 
to be read and written respectively). The crucial part of cautious schedulers is the 
completion test which examines whether the future requests can be arranged so that 
the partial schedule already output followed by such a sequence yields a serializable 
schedule. This test can be done through examining certain combinatorial properties 
of the so-called active TIO graph (see Section 3) constructed to represent the current 
situation of the schedule. 
In this paper we propose a new type of multiversion cautious scheduler. In a 
single-version schedule, a read operation on a data item X reads the most recent 
value of X. In a multiversion schedule, on the other hand, a read operation can read 
either the current version or any past version of X. This may increase the concurren- 
cy of schedules. Our recent paper [6] proposed two types of multiversion cautious 
schedulers which are important in practice in the sense that (i) both schedulers can 
be executed in polynomial time, (ii) they achieve higher degree of concurrency than 
their single-version counterparts, if concurrency is measured in terms of their fixed 
point sets (see Section 7), and (iii) they do not exhibit cancellation anomaly (see 
Section 5). 
Our new scheduler in this paper has all these properties, and enjoys even higher 
degree of concurrency than the above two types of schedulers. 
The idea behind the new scheduler is as follows. The completion test for the 
previous two schedulers is carried out by testing the acyclicity of the corresponding 
active TIO graph, which incorporates the so-called reads-from arcs as well as certain 
constraint arcs determined by the schedulers (see Section 3). The scheduler we 
propose introduces less constraint arcs than previous ones to the active TIO graph. 
More specifically, it dynamically imposes constraints, only when necessary, to 
guarantee that the acyclicity of the active TIO graph implies the success of the com- 
pletion test. Since the resulting active TIO graph is less constrained, it can be shown 
that this new scheduler has higher degree of concurrency than the previous ones. It 
also has another desirable property that all write requests can be granted immediate- 
ly, though read requests may be delayed as in other schedulers. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the database model used 
in this paper. Section 3 reviews the multiversion cautious scheduler. Section 4 
proposes a new multiversion cautious scheduler, and Section 5 proves its correct- 
ness. Section 6 shows that our scheduler is free of cancellation and read- 
augmentation anomalies, and Section 7 investigates its fixed point set. Finally 
Section 8 reports some simulation results indicating that the proposed scheduler 
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attains a significantly higher concurrency over the existing multiversion cautious 
schedulers. 
2. Database system model 
We describe the database system model of this paper, which is based on [5,6,8]. 
A database consists of a set 9 of data items, and a set g= {T,, T,, . . . , Tf} of trans- 
actions. A write operation W;[X] of transaction T, creates a new version of data 
item X, and a read operation Rj [X] of transaction Tj returns the value of a version 
of X. Let S be a subset of G@. A read step, R,[S] is an indivisible set of read 
operations of transaction T;, i.e., R,[S] = {R;[X] 1 XE S}. We similarly define a 
write step Wi[S] = { Wi [X] 1 XE S>. ’ The operations in a single step may be 
executed in any order. A transaction is a sequence of read and write steps. The set 
of data items read (written) by a transaction T is called its read (write) set and is 
denoted RSi ( WSi). TO= W,[%r] and Tf=Rf[8] are fictitious transactions, called 
the initial transaction and the final transaction, respectively [16]. 
A sequence h of all steps in all T, E g is called a log if (i) its first step is W, [ cB] 
of T,, and the last step is Rf[ $81 of Tf, and (ii) all steps of each transaction Ti E $ 
appear in h in the order given by 7;:. Given a log h, a schedule is a pair s= (h,I), 
where I is a mapping, called an interpretation [17] or version assignment, from all 
read operations into the set of write operations such that Z(R,[X]) precedes Rj[X] 
in h. If I(Rj [Xl) = K[X], we say that TJ reads X from Ti in s. 
Example 2.1. Consider the following schedule s= (a, Z), where 
a= W,]X, YlR~[XlR2[Xl WZ[X, YlR3Wl Wl[Yl W,[YIRfK Yl, 
and Zis given by I(R,[X])=I(R2[X])= W,[X], Z(R3[X])=Z(Rf[X])= W,[X] and 
I(Rf[ Y]) = W,[ Y]. We compactly represent this as follows by changing Wi[X] to 
Wi[Xi], and Rj[X] with I(R, [Xl) = Wi[X] to Rj[Xi]. 
s= W,[~o~~olR1[xolR2[~ol w,[~2,~21R3[~21 w,b’,l w3[Y31RJ[x2,Y31. 
In order to preserve the data consistency in a database, only serializable schedules 
are allowed. For brevity, we do not go into the formal definition of seriafizability, 
but give below an equivalent condition stated in graph theoretic terminology. 
The transaction IO graph or TIO graph [7] TIO(s) for a schedule s = (h, Z> is a 
labeled directed multigraph with the node set $U r and the arc set d, where g 
is given below. If 7; reads X from T, , it has a reads-from arc (Ti, Tj) E ~2 labeled 
by X (denoted by (T, q) : X). If q performs Wi [ Y] but no other transaction reads 
Y from T;, then we introduce a dummy node 7;’ E 9’ together with a dummy arc 
’ We shall use abbreviations, such as R, [X, Y] for R, [{X, Y}] and U: [ Y, Z] for & [{ Y, Z}]. 
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(c, T,‘): Y. Dummy nodes will be represented by small circles without labels. 
For a schedule s in Example 2.1, TlO(s) is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
Let s= (h,Z) be a schedule. A total order Q on the set of nodes of TZO(s) is a 
disjoint-interval topological sort (DZTS, for short [7]), if it satisfies the following 
two conditions for any nodes Tg, 7;, 7;, and Tk: 
(a) [topological sort] if qg q then there is no path from q to T, in TZO(s), and 
(b) [exclusion rule] for any two arcs with the same label X, ( Tg, T,) :X and 
(ir;, Tk): X, such that g#j, either T+ TJ or Tk4 Tg holds. (If FG q in a DITS, we 
say that T. is serialized before Tj.) 
Theorem 2.2 [7]. A schedule s is serializable if and only if TZO(s) has a DZTS which 
orders T, first and Tf last. 
In Fig. 1, we have placed the nodes in a DITS order Q . Unfortunately, it is in 
general NP-complete [7] to decide whether a given TZO(s) has a DITS or not. To 
make this polynomially solvable, some types of constraint arcs, such as write-write 
(ww), write-read (wr), read-write (rw) arcs and combinations of them, have been in- 
troduced [7], e.g., (T;, 7;) is a ww-constraint arc, if W;[X] precedes Wj[[x] in a 
log h (such ww-constraint forces that T, be serialized before q). Let c be a set of 
constraint arcs (e.g., ww, wr, rw and their combinations), and let MC (e.g., MWW, 
MWR, A4R W) be the corresponding class of logs. A log h belongs to MC if there 
exists an interpretation Z such that the TIO graph of schedule s = (h, Z > augmented 
by the constraint arcs of c, denoted TZO,(s), has a DITS that orders T, first and 
Tf last. Because of its importance, set c of wr- and rw-constraints will be denoted 
by wrw, and the corresponding class by MWR W. 
s K 
Fig. 1. Illustration of ‘ITO for a schedule s in Example 2.1. 
3. Review of cautious scheduler 
Before presenting a new scheduler, we review the general framework of a 
multiversion cautious scheduler MCS(A4C) [6]. Let (P, Z) be a partial schedule, 
where P denotes the log that has so far been generated by the scheduler and Z is its 
interpretation, and let q denote the current request, i.e., the step being examined 
for granting or delaying. Let 
PEND = (steps in T, E g which are known to the scheduler} 
- {steps in Pq}. 
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We note that PEND consists of two kinds of steps: those which have already arrived 
but have not yet been granted, and those which have been predeclared but have not 
yet arrived. The steps of the first type are separately stored in list DEL. The follow- 
ing is crucial in cautious scheduling. 
Definition 3.1 [MC-completion test]. Given (P, I), q, and PEND, the MC- 
completion test determines if it is possible to complete the partial schedule (P, I) 
by appending to it a sequence qQRJ GB], and interpretations I’ and Zr for qQ and 
Rf[ G8], respectively, such that 
(i) Q is a sequence over PEND, 
(ii) the order of steps in Q is consistent with that among the steps of each trans- 
action, and 
(iii) TZO,(s) of the resulting schedule s= (PqQRf[ GB],II’If) has a DITS, where 
ZI’Ir is the union of interpretations I, I’ and Ir. 
In response to each new request q, cautious scheduler MCS(MC) performs the 
MC-completion test. If the test fails, then the scheduler delays q and appends it to 
DEL. (We assume that DEL is organized as a FIFO queue.) If the MC-completion 
test succeeds, on the other hand, step q is granted, and the steps in DEL are re- 
examined one after another in order to see if they can now be granted. The formal 
description of MCS(MC) was given in [6] and hence is omitted in this paper. 
All operations in MCS(MC), except for the MC-completion test, are simple and 
can be carried out efficiently. To describe the algorithms for the MC-completion 
test, [6] introduced the following useful concept. 
Definition 3.2. The active TIO graph (or ATIO graph, for short), denoted by 
ATIO((P, Z), q, PEND), is a labeled multigraph with a node set gU P and an arc 
set dU &‘, where g, Y, &’ and d are defined as follows. .~Yconsists of the trans- 
actions whose steps are already in Pq and/or PEND, and the final transaction Tf. 
The arc set d is defined for (P,I) in the same manner as in the TIO graph of 
Section 2. In addition, J’ is defined to be the set of dummy arcs (q, 7;‘) :X such 
that wj [X] are in {q} UPEND. Arcs in & are called pending write arcs. 
In what follows, we draw the arcs in JJ thick and those in GJ’ thin. In addition, 
if q is a write step, the corresponding dummy arcs will be drawn thick. The dummy 
nodes are drawn as small circles. Also, as a reminder, we indicate a not-yet-granted 
read operation Ri [X] in {q} UPEND as a dangling arc to node 7; labeled by X. 
But these “pending read arcs” are formally not part of the AT10 graph. 
Example 3.3. Let 
(P,I) = w,h~ol W 1~11 ~2[~21R2[~11> 
q=R3Wl, PEND={ W,[X]}. 
The corresponding AT10 graph is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the AT10 graph in Example 3.3 and ATIO& ((f,I),q,PEND) for Example 4.2. 
The concept of a DITS introduced in Section 2 can be carried over to AT10 
graphs. Constraint arcs due to serialization constraints are also added to 
A TIO(( P, Z), q, PEND). For two steps A and B, we write A <B if either A precedes 
B in Pq, or A E Pq and BE PEND. For a given set c of constraints, if a step A of 
q and a step B of rj such that A<B satisfies a constraint in c, then a constraint 
arc (T;, Tj), called a c-arc, is introduced. For a set c of constraints, let 
ATZO,((P,Z),q, PEND) stand for the active TIO graph augmented by the c-arcs. 
Let SC $3. A transaction sequence r over 3 is said to be S-readable at ;r, with 
respect to a partial log P, if W, [Xl E P holds for each XE S, where Ti is the last 
transaction before Ti in r, which has a write operation on X. 
Theorem 3.4 [6]. A partial schedule (P, Z > , the current request q issued by 7;) and 
a set of pending steps PEND pass the MC-completion test if and only if (1) 
ATZO,((P,Z), q, PEND) has a DZTS which orders To first and Tf last, and (2) if 
q = Rj [S], then the DZTS is S-readable at Tj with respect to P. 
Exclusion closure ATZOz((P, Z), q, PEND) defined below is very useful for the 
test of existence of DITS in ATZO,((P,Z),q,PEND). Let (T,, q):Xand (q, Tk):X 
be two arcs in ATIO,((P,Z), q, PEND), where gfj, such that there is a path from 
Tg to Tk (possibly through T, or Tj). Then we introduce an unlabeled exclusion 
arc (Ti, Tj) unless a path already exists from Ti to Tj. The exclusion closure 
ATZOP((P,Z),q, PEND) is then obtained from ATZOJ(P,Z),q, PEND) by adding 
(T,, T) and (T, Tf) for all T # T,, Tf and all the exclusion arcs. It can be shown 
that the exclusion closure is unique and does not depend on the order of adding ex- 
clusion arcs. It was shown in [6] that, for MC=MWW and MWR W, the existence 
of a DITS can be determined by the acyclicity of the corresponding 
ATZOz((P,Z),q, PEND). Note that acyclicity can be determined in polynomial 
time. 
The S-readability requirement for MC=MWW can easily be represented in 
ATZO,,((P, Z), q, PEND) by the rw-constraints. For MC = MWR W, it is already 
met by the rw-arcs. Thus the MC-completion test for these classes can be done in 
polynomial time. 
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4. Description of new schedulers 
We shall first explain in this section the basic idea behind our new scheduler. In 
view of Theorem 3.4, in order to execute the MC-completion test in polynomial 
time, it is necessary to check the following conditions in polynomial time. 
(1) If q= Wj[[s], there exists a DITS in ATZO,(s,q,PEND), where s= (P,Z). 
(2) If q = Rj [S], there exists a DITS in A TZO,(s, q, PEND), which is S-readable 
at 7;. 
In [7], the existence of a DITS is reduced to the acyclicity of its exclusion closure 
through the following condition. 
Condition P. For any data item X and any pair of arcs ( Tg, 7;-) :X and (q, T,) : X 
with g+j such that at most one of (T,, Ti) :X and (Tj, Tk) :X is a dummy arc, 
there is a path in ATZOz(s, q, PEND) either from T, to TJ or from 7; to Tg. 
Theorem 4.1 [7]. Suppose that A TZO:(s, q, PEND) satisfies Condition P for a set 
c of constraints. Then ATZO,(s,q,PEND) has a DZTS if and only if 
A TZO,*(s, q, PEND) is acyclic. 
An example of a constraint set c that guarantees Condition P is c= wrw. 
However, all the wrw-constraints in ATZO,,, may not be needed for this purpose 
as seen in the following example. Our new scheduler is based on the idea to add as 
few wrw-constraints as possible, so that the degree of concurrency is improved. 
Example 4.2. Consider the following situation. 
(P,Z) = %[xo,~ol W,[Y,I w,[x21R2[~11, 
q=Rj[Xl> PEND= { W, [Xl}. 
The corresponding ATZO,,, g raph is shown in Fig. 2. Due to wr-arc (T,, T,) and 
rw-arc (TX, T,), there is a cycle in the graph, and q= R3[X] does not pass the 
MWR W-completion test. However, one of wr-arc (T,, T3) and rw-arc (T,, T,) is 
redundant, i.e., Condition P is satisfied even without one of them. With either of 
them being deleted, therefore, q passes the MC-completion test and is granted by 
the scheduler. 
One possible approach to avoiding such redundant constraints is to impose all rw- 
constraints, but impose other serialization constraints only when they are needed to 
ensure Condition P. Since S-readability in condition (2) is automatically satisfied by 
the rw-constraints, Theorem 4.1 implies that the resulting MC-completion test can 
be done in polynomial time. The resulting scheduler is denoted MCS(MRW+). 
Here, constraint set rw+ and its corresponding class MR Wt stand for that the set 
of rw-constraints is augmented with some other constraints introduced by this 
scheduler. 
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Now we shall describe how to introduce additional constraint arcs in our 
scheduler. MCS(MR W+) starts with an AT10 graph consisting only of the initial 
transaction T0 and the final transaction Tf. Every time a request q of transaction 
TJ arrives at the scheduler, G =ATIO,.,+((P,I),q, PEND) is modified as follows. 
If q is the first step of Tj, a new node q is added to G. In general, some constraint 
arcs are introduced by rules (A) and (B) below. The set of constraints defined by 
rule (A) is undone if the corresponding request is not granted. If the current request 
is a read step and if it is granted, then version assignments whereby create reads- 
from arcs and the set of constraints defined by rule (B); these changes persist 
thereafter. 
(A) rw-arcs: 
(i) If q is the first step of a transaction q, introduce an rw-arc (T,, q) for 
each XE WSj and for each Rh [X] E P, where WSj is the write set of Tj. 
(ii) If q = Rj [S], introduce an rw-arc (7;, Th) for each Wh [X] E PEND with 
XES. 
After introducing constraint arcs according to the above two rules, we examine 
the acyclicity of its exclusion closure G*= ATIO,*,+((P, I), q, PEND). If it is 
acyclic, the current request q is granted. It should be remarked here that, the arcs 
of rule (A)(i) alone do not create a cycle in G. Therefore MCS(MR W’) immediate- 
ly grants all write requests q= Wj[S] since no arcs of rule (A)(ii) are introduced in 
this case. 
If the current request q= R,[S] is granted, an appropriate version II$[X] is 
assigned to Rj[X] for each XE S. This is done in the same fashion as in [6]; i.e., 
after obtaining a topological ordering of nodes in G* (which is a DITS in G as we 
shall see later), assign II$[X] to Rj[X], for each XE S, if Ti is the last transaction 
before 7; in this DITS, such that XE WSi (w [X] E P holds by rw-constraint arcs 
to write operations in PEND). Then, after introducing reads-from arc (7;, 7;) :X, 
MCS(MR W’) adds the following arcs in order to satisfy Condition P. 
(B) wr-arcs: 
(i) For each XE S, introduce wr-arc (T,, q) for each W,[X] E P such that 
Tk precedes rj in the above DITS order. 
(ii) For each XE S, introduce a constraint arc (T,, T,) for each W,[Xl E P 
such that T, follows Zj in the above DITS order. (The arcs introduced by 
(B)(ii) are reverse wr-arcs because the direction is opposite.) 
Example 4.3. Consider the partial schedule studied in Example 3.3, under 
MCS(MR W’). For q= R,[X], rw-arc (T,, T,) is introduced according to rule 
(A)(ii). The ATZO,*,+ graph at this moment is illustrated in Fig. 3. Since this is 
acyclic and To T, T, T2 Tf is a DITS order, R, [X] is granted and W,[X] is assigned 
to R,[X] according to the DITS order (i.e., reads-from arc (To, T,) :X is added). 
After this, by rule (B)(ii), a constraint arc (T,, T2) is introduced. Finally, when 
W, [X] arrives, it is immediately granted. 
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Fig. 3. Illustration of ATIO,*,,((P,I),q, PEND) for Example 4.3 
Before closing this section, we remark that, if q=R,[S] is granted, the constraint 
arcs of types (A) and (B) added to G * never create a cycle. Therefore, the resulting 
G* is used for the next request, and cautious scheduling keeps on going. 
5. Correctness of the new scheduler 
We shall prove in this section that the MC-completion test for the new scheduler 
can be correctly done by checking the acyclicity of A TZO,*,+ (<P, Z), q, PEND). 
Since the constraint arcs are dynamically introduced while executing the schedul- 
ing algorithm, the constraint set c = rw+ of our scheduler is not explicitly defined 
in advance. This is different from the previous classes such as MWW and MWR W. 
In order to make use of Theorem 3.4, we prove the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 5.1. Forc=rw’, G=ATZO,((P,Z),q,PEND) hasa DZTS which orders T, 
first and Tf last if and only if G * = A TZOP(( P, Z >, q, PEND) is acyclic. 
Proof. First assume that G has a DITS. Then G is acyclic by definition. G* is also 
acyclic since it is clear from the definition of exclusion arcs that all exclusion arcs 
are consistent with the obtained DITS order. 
Conversely, assume that G* is acyclic. Find a topological ordering T of G*. We 
can assume without loss of generality that all the dummy nodes are placed im- 
mediately after their “parent” nodes. We shall show that t is a DITS in G by 
demonstrating that Condition P as stated in Theorem 4.1 holds. Let us consider two 
arcs ( Tg, T,) : X and (Tj, T,) : X with g #j such that at most one of ( Tg, T;) : X and 
(7;, Tk) :X is a dummy arc. 
Case 1: None of (T,, 7;;) :X and (q, Tk) :X is dummy. This implies that all of 
W,[X], R;[X], Wj[X] and Rk[X] belongs to Pq. We assume without loss of 
generality that R;[X] < Rk[X], where relation < was defined before Theorem 3.4. 
Subcase 1 (A): R; [X] < H$[X]. Consider the instant when Ri [X] is granted. If 
the first step of Tj has already been granted by that time (i.e., II$[X] E PEND), rw- 
arc (q, 7;) is introduced according to rule (A)(ii). If not, rw-arc (Tiv Tj) is in- 
troduced according to rule (A)(i), when the first step of 7; is granted. In any case, 
due to reads-from arc ( Tg, ir,) :X and rw-arc (K., q), there is a path from Tg to q. 
Subcase l(B): Wj[X] < Ri [Xl. Consider the time instant when W,[X] was as- 
signed to Ri[X]. Let r’ be the DITS used for version assignment at this time. If q 
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precedes Ti in r’, a wr-arc (Tj, T) is introduced according to rule (B)(i). Thus, an 
exclusion arc ( Tk, T,) is introduced when Wj [Xl is assigned to Rk[X], due to 
(q, T,) :X and (7;, q). If q precedes q in T’, a reverse wr-arc (T;, 7;) is intro- 
duced according to rule (B)(ii). In any case, Tg and q satisfy Condition P. 
Case 2: Either ( Tg, q) :X or (Tj, Tk) :X is a dummy arc. Assume without loss of 
generality that (q, T,) :X is a dummy arc. Thus, ( Tg, G) :X is a nondummy arc. 
Subcase 2(A): Wj[X] < W,[X]. Consider the time instant when W,[X] is as- 
signed to R,[X]. Let T’ be the DITS used for version assignment at this time. The 
rest of the proof is similar to Subcase l(B). 
Subcase 2(B): W,[X] < ~j [Xl. If Ri [X] < WJ[X], we can show in a manner 
similar to Subcase l(A) that there is a path from Tg to q. On the other hand, if 
W[X] <Rj[X], the case is analogous to Subcase l(B). 0 
Lemma5.2. Ifq=Rj[S] andif G=ATIO,,+((P,Z),q,PEND) hasaDITS, GisS- 
readable at Tj. 
Proof. Since all nodes T with pending write operation W[X] for some XES 
follow Tj in the DITS of G due to rw-constraints (rj, q) by rule (A)(ii), G is clearly 
S-readable at 7;. 0 
By Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, we can restate Theorem 3.4 in the following manner. 
Theorem 5.3. A partial schedule (P, I >, a current request q and a set PEND ofpend- 
ing steps pass the MR W+-completion test if and only if ATIO:w+((P, I >, q, PEND) 
is acyclic. 
This theorem also implies that the MRW+-completion test can be executed in 
polynomial time. 
6. Cancellation and augmentation anomalies 
In the cautious scheduling, it is assumed that each transaction upon arrival pre- 
declares its read set and write set. In the real situation, however, transactions may 
cancel some of their predeclared operations. It has been shown that some of the 
single-version cautious schedulers may block when some predeclared operations are 
cancelled. Namely, they exhibit cancellation anomaly, while most multiversion 
cautious schedulers, including our new scheduler, do not have such an undesirable 
feature. 
Theorem 6.1. MCS(MR W’) does not exhibit cancellation anomaly. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that, if G=ATZO,,+((P,Z),q,PEND) has a DITS, 
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the deletion of the arcs representing the cancelled pending read or write operation 
(together with constraint arcs associated with it) does not destroy the DITS proper- 
ty. However, this is obvious in our AT10 graph, since no new constraint arcs are 
introduced by deleting the arcs of a pending operation. 0 
Next, we consider the opposite situation, in which transactions want to expand 
their predeclared read/write set. As was shown in [.5], for anyMCS(MC) of interest, 
the addition of a new write step may cause scheduler blocking. Therefore we con- 
sider only the addition of new read steps, and say that a scheduler exhibits read 
augmentation anomaly, if the addition of some unpredeclared read steps can cause 
scheduler blocking. It has been shown [5,6] that cautious schedulers studied in 
[5,6,8, lo], except for MCS(MWW) in 161, exhibit augmentation anomaly. 
In the following, we assume that a transaction is allowed to declare a new step 
only if it still has at least one pending step. This takes the form of either submission 
of an unpredeclared read step or expansion of the pending read set. 
Theorem 6.2. MCS(MR W’) does not exhibit read augmentation anomaly. 
Proof. Obvious because the AT10 graph does not introduce any constraint arc with 
respect to a pending read operation. q 
Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 imply that each arriving transaction need not predeclare its 
read set to MCS(MR W’). 
7. Fixed point set of the new scheduler 
A log h belongs to the fixed point set MC* of a certain multiversion cautious 
scheduler MCS(MC) if all steps in h are granted without delay under some inter- 
pretation. The degree of concurrency attained by MCS(MC) is usually measured by 
its fixed point set. We interprete that MC,* 2 MC: is a mathematical statement of 
the fact that scheduler MCS(MC,) has a higher degree of concurrency than scheduler 
MCS(MCr). 
In the next theorem, we compare MCS(MR W+) with existing MCS(MWW) and 
MCS(MWR W) [6] according to this definition. 
Theorem 7.1. (i) (MR W+)*>MWR W*, 
(ii) (MRW+)*>MWW*, 
where > denotes proper inclusion. 
Proof. (i) we first prove (MR W ‘)* 2 MWR W * by showing that for any schedule 
(h,Z) output by MCS(MWR W), MCS(MR W’) can grant all steps in h =.s1s2 . ..s., 
without delay under the same interpretation I. Let Gi (respectively Hi) be the 
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AT10 graph just before a request q=si arrives at MCS(MWR W) (respectively 
MCS(MR W’)), GjC (respectively Hi*) be its exclusion closure and G,! (respectively 
Hi’) be the AT10 graph at the time of testing q = Si in MCS(MWR W) (respectively 
MCS(MRW+)). It suffices to show that a DITS r for G,! is also a DITS for Hi’. 
This is proved by induction on i, by showing the following induction hypotheses. 
(a) G; and H, have the same set of reads-from arcs, and 
(b) the arc set of HF is a subset of that of G,*. 
Initially, for q =s, , where s, is the first step of transaction T, , G, and Hi consist 
only of two nodes To and Tf. G; and H,’ are then obtained by adding node T, and 
constraint arcs (To, T,), (T,, Tf). Therefore both schedulers grant q and, if q is a 
read step R, [S], assign W,[X] to R,[X] for each XES. Thus (a) and (b) hold. 
Assuming (a) and (b) up to i = k, consider that q = sk has arrived. MCS(MWR W) 
adds wrw-constraint arcs to Gk. The resulting graph CL (=Gk+ ,) has a DITS by defi- 
nition. In this case, MCS(MR W+) adds only rw-constraints of rule (A) to Hk. There- 
fore, by induction hypothesis, the exclusion closure of the resulting graph Hi is 
acyclic and HL can have the same DITS as that of G; among others. Assume that 
MCS(MR W’) chooses such DITS order. If q = sk is a read step Rj [S], MCS(MR W’) 
then adds the same reads-from arcs to Hi as those chosen by MCS(MWR W) (since 
both employ the same DITS order), and also adds wr-arcs by rule (B)(i) and reverse 
wr-arcs by (B)(ii). The resulting graph is Hk+ 1. The wr-arcs of (B)(i) are already in 
G;. Since the DITS order in G; implies that all T, with W, [X] E P precede q by wr- 
constraint arcs, MCS(MR W’) does not introduce any constraint arc of rule (B)(ii). 
Thus the arc set of Hk + 1 is a subset of that of Gk + 1. This proves (a) and (b) for 
i=k+ 1. 
In order to prove proper inclusion, consider the following log. 
ht= W,[X, Yl W,[Yl w,[XlR,[YlR,Wl W,WIRfK Yl. 
As easily seen, before R, [Xl, MCS(MWR W) grants each step immediately, and 
the interpretation up to this point is unique. The situation at q = R3 [X] was studied 
in Example 4.2. Since the ATIO$;, graph at this moment has a cycle as shown in 
Fig. 2, R3[X] is delayed. Therefore, ht is not in MWRW*. On the other hand, 
MCS(MR W’) does not introduce wr-arc ( T2, T,), and A TZO,*,+ is acyclic. Hence 
R, [X] is granted by assigning W, [X] to R, [Xl. It is easy to see that W, [X] is also 
granted without delay. Thus hi E (MR W+)*. 
(ii) Suppose (h,l) EMWW*. Similarly to (i), we show the following induction 
hypotheses. 
(a) Gj and Hi have the same set of reads-from arcs, and 
(b) the arc set of Hi* is a subset of that of GjC, 
where Gi and GF are defined for MCS(MWW) in a manner similar to those for 
MCS(MWR W) in (i). 
Induction basis for q = s1 can be proved similarly to (i). Assuming (a) and (b) up 
to i = k, consider that q =sk has arrived. MCS(MWW) adds ww-constraints to Gk 
as well as rw-constraints of (A) (defined for MCS(MR W’)). The resulting graph 
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Gi (=Gk+ ,) has a DITS by definition. In this case, MCS(A4RW’) adds only rw- 
constraints of rule (A) to Hk. Therefore, by induction hypothesis, the exclusion 
closure of the resulting graph HL is acyclic and has the same DITS as that of Gi 
among others. Assume that MCS(MRW+) chooses such DITS order. If q=s, is a 
read step Rj[S], MCS(MR W’) then adds the same reads-from arcs to HL as those 
chosen by MCS(MWW). This proves (a) for i = k + 1. MCS(MR W’) then adds WT- 
arcs by rule (B)(i) and reverse wr-arcs by rule (B)(ii), to obtain Hktl from Hi. Let 
H$[X] be assigned to Rj[X] for XE S by both schedulers. For W, [X] E P 
preceding ll$ [X] in the above DITS order, rule (B)(i) introduces wr-arc ( Tk, T,) to 
HL. In Gk+ 1, since there is a ww-arc ( Tk, T) by W, [X] < W$ [Xl, this (T,, Ti) and 
reads-from arc (T;, 7;) induce an exclusion arc (T,, T,) in G$+ , . Thus wr-arcs 
introduced by (B)(i) in Hi are not more restrictive than ww-arcs. Now for W,[X] 
following R,[X] in the DITS order, MCS(MR W’) introduces a reverse wr-arc 
(7;, T,) to Hi. In this case, reads-from arc (7;-, 7;) and ww-arc (7;, T) give rise to 
an exclusion arc (Ti, T,) in Gt+ 1. Thus constraint arcs introduced by (B)(ii) in HL 
are not more restrictive than exclusion arcs in G$+ , . This proves (b) for i = k + 1. 
In order to prove proper inclusion, it can be shown that 
t&=&W, Y,Zl W,K YlR,[YlR,Wl WWI w,[Zl w,Kl w,[YIRfW, Y,Zl 
can be output by MCS(MR W’) without delay, but cannot be output by 
MCS(MWW) for any interpretation I. 0 
8. Simulation experiments 
Carey and Muhhana [3] carried out simulation studies on three types of multiver- 
sion algorithms, namely those based on timestamp ordering [l], two-phase locking 
[2], and optimistic concurrency control [14]. They concluded that “the multiversion 
algorithms provide significant improvements over the single-version counterparts 
despite the additional disk accesses involved in accessing old versions of data”. In 
addition, Nishio et al. [15] compared the performance of cautious schedulers with 
that of noncautious single-version schedulers (such as those based on two-phase 
locking and the serialization graph [2]), and concluded that caution schedulers 
outperform their noncautious counterparts. Furthermore, Sy [19] (see also [6]) com- 
pared the performance of the single-version cautious scheduler CS( WW) [5] with 
its multiversion counterpart MCS(MWW) [6], and concluded that the improvement 
due to the use of multiple versions was considerable. These results indicate that 
multiversion cautious schedulers are superior to other concurrency control algo- 
rithms from the viewpoint of attaining high concurrency. 
In this section we will cite some results from our recent simulation results [12], 
which compare the relative performance of multiversion cautious schedulers 
MCS(MWW), MCS(MWR W) and MCS(MR W’). The major result was that the 
new scheduler MCS(MRW+) exhibits a significantly higher performance over 
other multiversion cautious schedulers. 
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8. I. Parameters 
The basic scheme of our simulation experiments is the same as that of [19]. The 
mean inter-arrival time of transactions, T_Znt_Arr, was varied in the range of 6 to 
16, in order to see how conflicts among transactions affect performance. Table 1 
shows the values of the other parameters used. Num T is the number of transactions 
that are generated in one simulation run. The number of data items is given by 
Dsize. The size of the write set of a transaction, Wsize, is a random variable having 
a uniform distribution over the range [l ,MXWSZ.ZE]. The size of the read set of 
a transaction is assumed to be, on average, 20% larger than that of the write set. 
OV is the average percentage of the write set of a transaction that overlaps with its 
read set. More precisely, (OV/lOO)*(l +MXWSZZE)/2 is the mean number of data 
items that are in both read set and write set of a transaction. Dsize=45 should be 
contrasted to the average size of a write set size 4.5 and the maximum number of 
data items, 15, read or written by a transaction (which is possible when Wsize= 
MXWSZZE = 8, read set size = 7 and no overlap). MXDPERSTEP is the maximum 
number of data items that one step may access, which is uniformly distributed over 
[l ,MXDPERSTEP]. The inter-arrival times of transactions and of the steps of a 
transaction are assumed to obey exponential distributions with means, T_Znt_Arr 
and S_Znt_Arr, respectively. The ratio of these two will determine to what degree 
the steps of different transactions will conflict. Since S_Znt_Arr is fixed at 5, the 
conflicts among transactions will increase as T_Znt_Arr decreases. 
Table 1. Fixed parameters 
Parameters Set values 
NumT 600 
MX WSIZE 8 
S_IntArr 5 
Dsize 45 
ov 82% 
Description 
number of transactions 
maximum size of a transaction’s write set 
mean inter-arrival time of steps 
number of data items in database 
percentage of write set that overlaps with read set 
8.2. Results 
The performance of the schedulers under comparison has been measured in terms 
of average response time, which is the delay that a step (request) encounters from 
the time it is submitted to the scheduler until it is granted. For simplicity, once a 
request is granted, it is assumed to be executed immediately. The average response 
time is normalized by dividing it by S_Zrzt_Arr. 
Figure 4 shows the average response time of cautious schedulers MCS(MWW), 
MCS(MWR W) and MCS(MR W’), for values of various mean inter-arrival times 
of transactions, T_Znt_Arr. As expected, the response time increases when T_Znt_Arr 
becomes small (relative to S_Znt_Arr), because conflicts among transactions tend to 
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Fig. 4. Average response time versus mean transaction inter-arrival time. 
increase. When T_Int_Arr is large, on the other hand, transactions are executed 
almost serially since the next transaction does not usually arrive until most, if not 
all, of the previous transactions have been completed. Figure 4 clearly indicates that 
the new scheduler MCS(A4R IV+) reduces the average response time by more than 
20% for any choice of T_Znt_Arr between 6 and 16, compared with other multi- 
version schedulers. This reduction is remarkable since, as observed in [19], the im- 
provement of multiversion cautious schedulers, MCS(MWW) and MCS(h4WR W), 
over the single-version cautious scheduler CS( WW) was much less than 20%. 
Some other simulation results are also presented in [12]. Since the size of the 
AT10 graph increases as new transactions arrive, the completion test becomes more 
and more time consuming. To prevent this, we incorporated a mechanism to erase 
some completed transactions (i.e., those which are not necessary for the future com- 
pletion tests) from the AT10 graph. The detailed account of this mechanism is 
described in [I 11. In our model, it is assumed that an unlimited number of versions 
are available. It turned out, however, that around 96% of read operations were 
assigned the most recent versions by MCS(MR W’). This result should be con- 
trasted with the fact that around 98% of read operations were assigned the most 
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recent versions by MCS(MWW) and MCS(A4WR W). The difference between 98% 
and 96% leads to the above improvement in the average response time. Finally, we 
note that the CPU time and the space required for the completion test in the new 
scheduler are almost the same as those required for other multiversion schedulers, 
MCS(MWW) and MCS(MWR W), because the number of active transactions ob- 
served in our new scheduler is almost the same as those in other schedulers. 
9. Conclusion and discussion 
A new multiversion cautious scheduler, which dynamically introduces serial- 
ization constraints, is proposed in this paper. We have shown theoretically and by 
simulation that (i) our scheduler can be executed in polynomial time, (ii) its degree 
of concurrency is higher than any of the existing cautious schedulers such as 
MCS(MWW) and MCS(MWR W), if concurrency is measured in terms of their 
fixed point sets or their response time, and (iii) they do not exhibit cancellation or 
augmentation anomaly. 
The basic idea of our new scheduler can be modified to obtain other types of 
schedulers. One such scheduler is to add partially rw-constraints as well as some WT- 
(or ww-) constraints until Condition P holds, while preserving the acyclicity of the 
AT10 graph. Since rw-constraints are only partially imposed in this case, we need 
to test the S-readability for the current request q if q = Rj [S]. But we can show that 
such test can be done in polynomial time. The details of this scheme are presented 
in [9]. It is shown that this scheduler also has desirable features like those observed 
with MCS(MR W’) introduced in this paper. This idea can also be applicable to 
the single-version cautious scheduler [ 131. 
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